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About This Game

Teddy Terror is a 2D horror survival with a challenging passive-aggressive gameplay where using your environment is
crucial for survival

In Teddy Terror you take on the role of a little boy with his Teddybear who wakes up in a nightmare.

With your surroundings as your weapons your goal is to Survive the nightmarish world and escape from tongue spitting eyeball
creatures, horrifiying bosses and hordes of unimaginable abominations!

Unique Gameplay

 Passive aggressive playstyle - be swift and escape from the clutches of evil or wait for the right moment to strike and
eliminate insidious creatures with deadly traps.

 Diverse killing possibilities - Lure hellish creatures in to traps, activate traps by throwing your teddybear or find
powerful toys to eradicate every monstrosity that may lurk in the depths of the darkness.

 Roguelike features - permadeath, randomized loot(items and toys), randomized deadly levels with gruesome enemies
and gigantic bosses with endless replayability.
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 Level up, find items, complete achievements,empower yourself and grow from a helpless child into a killing machine

Can you persevere his unending world of torment and terror?

Support us and find out!

==========================================================================

About Us

Rage Monster Games is a dutch Indie game developing company managed by Gianni Knight.
Together with Runic Sounds(audio design students) we started Teddy Terror during the 72 hr Gamejam(IndiesVsPewdiePie).

Now several months in development we made huge changes with an all new experience.

We are working hard to deliver a great gaming experience and to bring Teddy Terror to life.

Therefore we hope we can share our excitement with you.
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Title: Teddy Terror
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Rage Monster Games
Publisher:
Rage Monster Games
Release Date: 21 May, 2015
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Wow, it's WeeaBejeweled

To sum up the game, there's some weird looking things talking about a "story" that I skipped, and you match anime portraits like
every tile matching game ever, except there are no bonuses for 4 or 5 in a row and no special items. It's just match 3 or more.

There are probably hundreds of free games of the same type that have much more content. Not worth anything.

Also I tried turning off the music and I couldn't. It would just reset every time I resumed.. AB3 is the conclusion of Alien Breed
Trilogy where Conrad, combat engineer, continue his adventure, as the real nature of the threat he's facing is finally revealed,
and a final showdown is inevitable. It is a third-person shooter with variety of weapons, as well as other items like heal packs,
grenades, even an occasional turret you can place to help you defend a spot. However, the ship's terrain is very repetitive, and
most of the missions involve running around looking for something, which lead you to look for something else.

In AB1, the Leopold, came out of hyperspace and crashed into a giant ship full of nasty critters. Most of the Leopold's crew is
dead. Four survivors, 3 human and 1 synth (Android) are all that remained. Conrad tried one thing after another to free the
Leopold to no avail, as he fights through critters that infiltrated the ship. A desperate plan is conconcted... Conrad will attempt
to cross over in to the other ship in hopes of restarting that instead. in AB2, Conrad made it through, and escorted MIA, the
Synth, to attempt to interface with the other ship, only to discover that this ship is not alien at all, but actually an old secret
project "lost in space", and it's too dangerous to let live. AB2 ended with MIA captured by the alien ship, fate unknown, and
Conrad set the ship to self destruct.

Without spoiling the entire game, let's just say you'll attempt to rescue MIA, and have a final confrontation with Klein as the
ship crashed back into the planet. You will have to make a run on the surface of the ship (where atmosphere is still too thin) and
periodically hit oxygen stations, then confront bosses, which are very hard to kill.

The game gets VERY repetitive, as you run through corridor after corridor that looks about the same. There are plenty of things
to shoot, but it's always in a dark place, and your light doesn't cover that much. Your "radar" is good, but enemies move fast, and
ammo is not that plentiful. And mission objectives gets repetitive... You need to disable the "gyro" which will kill the generator
permanently rather than just disconnected. So you run over, only to find door blocked, so you hunt for alternate route, which is
blocked by locked door, so you hunt for a keypass, which then leads to a door blocked, so you have to hunt for access from the
other side, and shoot at the explosive barrels to "release" the door, then you get to a room that's on fire, so you have to search for
damage control station to release halon gas... You get the idea. The entire game is full of Fedex quests like that... Find this, take
it there, repeat ad nauseum.

The boss fight is definitely reminiscent of Aliens (Ripley on that "platform") or at least one part of it.

The ending is left ambiguous enough to leave it open for another sequel... if you aren't deathly tired of this one.

All in all, this game concluded the trilogy that felt it's a bit too long. If you can get the whole trilogy cheap, it will provide a
couple hours of shooting critters left and right. However, it really needs a boss health meter, as I can never tell how much more
do I have to shoot the darn boss (i.e. was I doing any damage). I was stuck on boss encounter 1 because I can't seem to bring
down the shields for the final assault. Had to consult a video walkthru to realize what I did wrong.
. The weird girly anime theme of this game almost kept me from playing it, however after watching a gameplay video I decided
to give it a try. After the first hour of play I couldn't stop playing.
The game is a combination of plants vs zombies, tactical/RPG and anime, a weird combination that somehow works really well.
The story takes some time to get going but by the end I was actually interested in finding out would happen.. This is a review
from Ali the MLG Brony-
I had soi much fun with this game it's amazingb it's likeb the sims but with amazing gasm0elasy...
Pros
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-Simple
-Ponys!
-cute
-Lots of hours of bentertainment
-cheap
Cons
-None this is flawless

Please dont hate this is my opinion also BROBNYS 4 LYFE!. The graphics arre horrible I had no idea what to do and got bored
and felt sick of the grapgics straight away and stopped playing... don't buy this game...i wouldn't of taken it as a gift.. its a waste
of storage. It is reccomended but if you buy this DLC youneed to activate it on Uplay. Go to your library click on "CD keys
copy the CD key for your Ilistrius pirates pack to clipboard and activate it in Uplay.. I think this game is great, for it's price.
Definitely worth the $3. The value is in the replay, not just one run-through.

I think I would certainly enjoy a detailed tavern simulation, but I wouldn't have known that until I tried Tavernier. I actually
would hesitate to call Tavernier a simulation, as it's really an adventure game, from the perspective of a tavernier. Dialogue and
Story are the primary facets of this game, and they are implemented very well.

If I was to say anything is lacking, it's only that I want more. I know the developers have said more content will be coming to
FURTHER increase replayability (which is AWESOME!). But what I'm craving (and other players as well, from some
comments) is more of everything, story and all. Perhaps the developers will think of releasing a "Chapter 2"?. Game is awful,
comments deleted from forum ..All the issues remain , zombies spawn at a ridiculous rate, cant play more than 5 minutes
because this is just awful. I finally get to use the refund option. Do Not waste your time with this one. Only on the second set of
levels, but this game is pretty relaxing ... I'm just sitting here playing it and watching an episode of The League ... overall
smooth, great with controller and entertaining thus far.
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Okay, imagine bunnies. Now imagine human bunnies. I know it's weird, just try. Now imagine human bunnies with weapons.
Now imagine human bunnies with weapons that know martial arts, fighting each other and wolves and doing stealth takedowns...

Yes, this is Lugaru HD. It is sadly very short, but one of the most memorable games I have played. The flame that burns twice as
bright burns half as long, and Lugaru lights it up with stylistic bunny combat (maybe rabbit, I don't know the difference). There
are many bugs, and the wolves make for a cliff face of a difficulty curve. But every minute was a blast. It is equally fun to play,
watch, and tell embellished stories about.

Invest a couple of hours in it. You will be highly amused, I promise.. I love these games. So romantic..
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Lily of the Valley is a visual novel that focuses on bereavement; as well as introspection through the course of ones life- the
meaning and purpose behind it all. The protagonist, although quite apathetic and cynical, meets Lily, a girl whom is all too
familiar to him, a peculiar girl who knows more than what she intends to reveal. With the help of Lily's insight and their
exchanges, our protagonist self reflects and comes to the crude realization that his life is less than satisfactory.

There are no second chances.
Appreciate life and those around you. \u2661
. Game Information

The Happy Hereafter is a Strategy game that was developed by Alawar Entertainment & Miraball and published by Buka
Entertainment.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is well done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu,

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The
audio can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

The first foremost thing that I want to mention is that this game is slow pace. It is not for everyone.

The Happy Hereafter, is a strategy stimulation game, where the players can control a certain type of characters, like the
workers for example, they can be assigned certain jobs. Such as gather materials from the environment and building
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structures. All the while maintaining their happiness at max level.

There are plenty of artifacts to collect from the environment. Most of the artifacts can be easily found immediately.

There are quests in the game, they are given by the non-player characters, by completing the quest; the player unlocks a
building plan. These building plans are used to build new structures in the game. The building progress is slow, it can be sped
up by spending more workers to that particular location.

Miscellaneous

There are five different trading cards to collect. The game only drop three of those trading cards.There are several ways to
get the rest of the trading cards: Purchased from the Steam's Community Market; Trade with friends; Booster Packs and its'
Booster Pack Creator.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would
recommend this game, but not at the game's full price value.. This game is so broken that the tutorial is literally impossible to
pass. Feels like it shouldn't be a fully released game.
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